Girl. Other segments extend the recovery of the antebellum sentimental, begun notably by Nina Baym, Jane Tomkins, and Susan K. Harris, through attention to lesser known texts of fiction and nonfiction -Caroline Lee Hentz's novels, Ernest Linwood and The Planterk Northern "Bride"; Mary Jane Holmes's ' Weinstein's opening chapter, "In loco parentis," presents an elegant reversal of the presumption that sentimental novels parrot the message of advice literature and thereby reinforce the priority of the biological family and the mother. Although the novels offer rhetorical endorsement of the emergent family ideology, their absent mothers, inadequate fathers, and alternative forms of the middle-class family all go to undermine the ideal of consanguinity. The second chapter's discussion of The Lamplighter shows that in the productive ambiguity ensuing from such cultural tensions both Cummin's fiction and the developing field of domestic relations law assert the precedence, in some cases, of adoption or contracted family relationships over blood-family and the rights of the father. As law developed the concept of the "best interests of the child," Cummin's fiction develops the concept of what Weinstein calls "judicious sympathy," an individual's capacity to distinguish and react to the several demands others make on one's feelings with a sense of the relative importance of those calls. What this means for Cummins's sentimental heroine, in a world where family relations are made to seem "elastic and transferable to the point of meaninglessness" (50) , is an access to independence and power, as well as a good deal of choice about who constitutes relatives, at least until the return of the father.
Three central chapters take up points of convergence between sentimental discourse and slavery. Weinstein illustrates how authors on opposing sides of the slavery question dealt with the overlap between the sentimental fiction's reappraisal of family and "defenses of slavery which sought to validate the institution on precisely the grounds that affections could be disarticulated from blood, . . . that affections could be transferred from biological parent to in loco parentis" (24). Chapter three demonstrates some ways that writers disputed sentiment and its status as evidence of truth as they appropriated sympathy to both antislavery and proslavery ends. Here a defense of Stowe aims to enlarge the repertoire of the sentimental's expressive modes by understand-ing it to include facts, citation, word play, and, especially, irony. Chapter four argues through its discussion of Ida May and Twelve Years a Slave that the sentimental novel shares generic features, including "tropes, rhetoric, and goals" ( 9 3 , from the slave narrative, even as the sentimental form has the capacity to distinguish the differences between the conditions of slavery and those of middle-class life. Pike's novel of a girl escaping both white slavery and threatened rape serves to highlight the analogies, as well as the divergences, between the two genres. Weinstein's next chapter develops the concept of "generic sympathy" by inviting the possibility that sentimental fictions, here The Wide, Wide World, may "think through the conditions that enable their ideological effects . . . in relation to . . . slavery" and to the slave narrative, particularly the conditions of belonging to someone in a family and in bondage (131). Marriage, a choice unavailable to slaves as Harriet Jacobs illustrates, can function then for Warner, with her restricted sense of self-determination, as a sign of freedom, at least freedom from the bonds of consanguinity and freedom to contract family relations on the basis of sympathy.
Melville, however, finds it hard to imagine any form of freedom from the biological family, and his foray into the sentimental founders. Weinstein approaches Melville's novel as something of an anomaly -sentimental fiction, failed effort at sentimental fiction, and the "most profound literary analysis" of the genre, all in one (1). Where all attempts to adopt the contractual model of relations conduce only to the reproduction of the consanguine family which Pierre so badly longs to escape -even at the levels of narrative, characterization, and words -the novel can only die along with its hero. But not before a tour-de-force demonstration of its author's "understanding of the radical origins of sentimental novels, which is to say that without the biological family in shards, they can't work" (161). And not before registering the incompatibility of identity and kinship. The novel's demonstration that Pierre is incapable of sympathy because impotent to abide any form of heterogeneity, thus reiterating the "polarization of blood and sympathy" in other sentimental texts, serves Weinstein as occasion to correct another stereotype of sentimental fiction, that the field is conceptually limited by its generic coupling of "principles of identification and consanguinity" (184) . The paradoxical efforts of the novel to use the discourse of relation to distantiate individuals from each other go to explain the erratic relationship of Melville's narrator to his main character, and the novel's complete inability to sustain any " difference between difference and similitude" goes to explain the collapse of narrative, analogy, and foreshadowing (168).
Weinstein's own astute analysis of the sentimental sometimes slips into the logic of Pierre. So the sentimental novel that in her introduction resists the efforts of critics such as Richard Brodhead to reduce it to a disciplinary apparatus (19) becomes in her appreciation of Melville one of the "disciplinary regimes" Pierre resists (173). And the chapter's collapsing of Pierre's individualistic, incestuous "desire and failure to destroy the ties of consanguinity" into the socialist efforts of radical reform communities seems snagged in the novel's inability to maintain significant differences (175). If "Pierre's experiment suggests that reformers did little more than justify and, in some cases, institutionalize . . . the incestuous impulses within the biological family" (177-78), some critical distance from Pierre is needed to avoid the risk of validating the parallel as history or adequate appraisal of radical alternatives to the hegemonic middle-class family ideal. The sometimes uncritical account of analytical insight and formal complexity in Melville's novel can obscure the conservative implications of the conclusion she attributes to Pierre, a novel that "expose [ s] the impossibility of domestic arrangements based on anything other than consanguinity" (30) It is unclear why no discussion of slavery addresses Pierre (to which issues of slavery are germane, as such critics as Carolyn Karcher and Robert Levine have demonstrated) or The Lamplightel: Indeed, the uneven development of the topic unbalances the book somewhat. If "slavery is the 'hard fact' . . . against which sentimental fictions come up in their experimentation with alternatives to families based on consanguinity" (1 l), why do some texts compel a reading that comprehends that fact, while others do not? Grounding in a theoretical definition of genre might have helped the study to avoid such a problem as well as the problem of intention, a problem the chapter on Warner encounters when it moves from an implication that critical paradigms of genre or texts themselves warrant linking sentimental and slave narratives to an attempt to ascribe the link rather to authorial intention.
Family, Kinship, and Sympathy in Nineteenth-Century American Literature is less interested in a theory of genre, however, than it is in the re-evaluation of sentimental fiction through an inventory of genre conventions, which include: the subject matter of "the best interests of the child (46); "the master narrative of. . . the development and the deployment of the heroine's sympathies" (104); plot devices of the separation of parents and child, adoption (signaling loving choice of relation), and an ending marriage (understood as "an affirmation of the heroine's ability to make a contract" IlSO]); analogies between slavery and marriage or adoption; ambiguity; and, sometimes, selfconscious form and language play, including irony, "discursive assumptions of kinship," (36), and arrays of naming. Accounts of these features in particular texts add up to a convincing description of the workings of the sentimental novel, one of the study's strengths. Yet claims of the fiction's achievement seem muted. The ambiguity of names in 'Lena Rivers is identified, but not appreciated, as a literary device (33); praise of Pike's development of her anti-slavery position through a white slavery motif as "creative" is qualified by its also being "hokey" (105, 103); sentimental irony in nonfiction draws more enthusiasm than any in the novels. That even so insightful a study exhibits some gap between its claim for the "surprisingly diverse ideological and aesthetic contributions" (5) of some sentimental novels and the demonstration of it suggests that work remains before the form can recover from its discredited status. It A 11 Melville's longer works are about voyages, some of them rather long ones. So it comes as no surprise that references to stars and other .celestial phenomena should recur in his works. Some have been commented on by scholars, especially John M. J. Gretchko, to whom Brett Ziininerman feels especially indebted. His, however, is the first, systematic, book-length study of the matter and a valuable source for anyone who is -as all Melville scholars should be -interested in the role of astronomy in Melville's works. The book is well indexed and is illustrated with nineteenthcentury star maps and drawings that Melville himself can be assumed to have
